
 

with YVONNE CULLEN
on Inishbofin Island, Co. 
Galway, Aug. 14-21, 2015

 The 
Inishbofin
Jaunt             

   Writing
                   Holiday

Best Creative Writing Teacher in 
Dublin” -  

DUBLINER MAGAZINE. 
“Writes beautifully and can pass 
on the skill” -

THE IRISH TIMES.

“If you are thinking of going, just go! Just go!” DEBBIE GILBERT, Connecticut, U.S.A. 
“Exactly what my writing needed” - KATIE MARTIN, Dublin
With	  Yvonne’s	  guidance	  and	  encouragement,	  and	  the	  quiet,	  reflec7ve	  magic	  of	  the	  island	  as	  reinforcement,	  your	  
crea7vity	  will	  flourish.

23 years teaching writers in Ireland, 7th years of island writing trips.

	
 	
 	
 086 1701418, yvonnesworkshops@gmail.com

 Inspiration, peace & fun...          
Best Creative 
Writing Teacher 
in Dublin” -  
DUBLINER 
MAGAZINE. 

“Writes 
beautifully and 
can pass on the 
skill” -
THE IRISH TIMES.

 The Inishbofin
Jaunt             

Writing Holidays
 WITH 

          YVONNE CULLEN,
                Inishbofin 
                    Island,     
       County GALWAY
                     

“

 



Departure options: 
NEXT TRIP: SATURDAY 12th SEPTEMBER, 2015

START TO WRITE

. You can also rent bikes here, though you’ll wheel them as much as you’ll 
freewheel on them! 
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 COURSE OPTIONS:
	


      START TO WRITE COURSE
	 	 	 & 
	 	 	 	 GUIDED 
	 	 	 	 WRITING 
	 	 	 	 RETREAT
OCT 22-27, 2015                         
            “Life-changing!” 
             CELINA CAULFIELD, CO. LOUTH

                        “Just what my writing needed!”

                             KATIE MARTIN, DUBLIN

                                “You wove a web of magic round us!” 

                        TOMMY BYRNE, ATHLONE

        “A fantastic week, with brilliant people. Heaven on earth!” 

                        MARY SHORTT, BRAY,  CO. WICKLOW. 

“Truly a treat for the mind, body and soul.Chilling with a purpose!”

              SUZANNE O’FLAHERTY, DUBLIN

“Yvonne is a people whisperer who has the ability to meet you 
where you’re at and send you off with a toolkit to support your 
writing practice. I was on a writing retreat recently with 
Yvonne and find myself still dreaming of the landscape. If you 
on any level enjoy writing I recommend you attend.”

MAIRIN HARTE, Dublin 

I attended a writing retreat 
with Yvonne Cullen in 
Inishbofin last winter and it 
was absolutely life changing. 
No exaggeration. Yvonne 
will always manage to get 
the best out of you and give 
you the energy to keep you 
going. Thanks to her I'm 
back writing after many 
years.

CELINA CAULFIELD,

CO. LOUTH

https://www.facebook.com/yvonne.cullenhere
https://www.facebook.com/yvonne.cullenhere


About the Jaunt Writing 
Courses: The Jaunt trips are offered at 
two levels: 

LEVEL 1: START TO WRITE/ 
DEVELOPING WRITER. 
TO BENEFIT FROM THIS COURSE, YOU 
WILL NEED: an interest in exploring writing from 
a complete beginner’s perspective OR some 
experience and an interest in taking a fresh 
‘foundation course’ plus 1-1 discussions with me 
during and around our classes, to draw you further 
along the path of your existing writing goals.

COURSE CONTENT: 4 x 2.5-3 hr writing 
classes daily, Friday - Monday PLUS: “Start a 
creative journal” input; photography and poetry 
walks with tutor Yvonne; poetry and other readings 
as we cook & eat. A relaxed evening on Sunday 
night for sharing written words, songs and stories 
over a glass or two of wine.  Own time writing. 
Optional historical walk, guided photo walk and 
visit to island artist. One-to-one time with tutor, 1-2 
hours scheduled as needed, further informal time.

LEVEL 2: GUIDED WRITING 
RETREAT: TO BENEFIT FROM THIS 
WRITING RETREAT, YOU WILL NEED: 
projects ongoing on which you wish to focus. 
RETREAT CONTENTS: Own writing time, drop 
in on the second half of 3 of our morning classes 
during the week for 1-1 focus during them, plus 
individual time 1-2 hours with me as required. Drop 
in on other elements, ‘Journal session’ photo walks, 
and optional creative activities as you wish. 

OCTOBER BANK HOLIDAY
JAUNT 2015 (22-27 OCT)
FULL PACKAGE OPTION:

TUITION & ISLAND HOUSES’ DEAL 
(1/2 board): 5-night trip, START TO 
WRITE / DEVELOPING WRITER

OR GUIDED RETREAT 	
 	
    
	
 	
         €550.

AROUND THE CLASSES: 
STANDARD  “ISLAND HOUSES” 
PACKAGE also offers:*5/7 nights’ single room 
s/catering accomm., depending on course 
dates.

*breakfast food, lunches, with readings and 
writing-related chat while we cook and eat. 
(Some courses offer up to 4 cooked dinners, 
depends on time of year and numbers. 
Optional on each course to decide in advance 
with tutor that some volunteer students who 
enjoy the creativity of cooking will bring the 
makings of a meal and cook one evening with 
help from other participants. In this situation 
we will encourage contributions of dessert and 
wine from fellow students! Dinner out, in 
group or solo will also be an option each 
night).

*easygoing performance night

*social nights

*informal creative discussions with Yvonne as 
you cook or walk and in the pub.

*Tutor’s and our assistant’s expertise and help 
with the organising of further trips and outings 
such as off-road jeep tours, archaeological or 
historical walks. 

*We try to also include a special trip at a small 
optional extra cost, each week. These have, in 
the past, included: a boat trip to the abandoned  
and richly storied island of Inishark, &, on 
INISHTURK  Jaunt, a trip to the pilgrimage 
island of Caher. As year progresses, these may 
be swopped for island-based alternatives such 
as visit to a working island artist’s studio or 
guided off-road jeep tours.

COURSE AND LUNCHES 
OPTION plus accomm. of your choice 
at your own further cost. €375 course 
and lunches fee. (Expect minimum 
accom cost of €275 B n B at this time of 
year. HOUSES may also be available to rent solo 
from €400 - €800 at this time of year, depending on 
size. NB: The island Hostel and hotels are 
closed at this time. Source houses from 
www.inishbofin.com or with my help for a 
4% booking fee. N.B: CONTACT ME 
NOW if you want accomm. booking help!! 

Discount offers for longterm 
students, see back page.

http://www.inishbofin.com
http://www.inishbofin.com


The cool breezes, the quiet 
mornings, the chatty 
afternoons and evenings.   
Starting the day in 
contemplation, spending the 
day sharing life experience 
and ending the day in 
reflection.  Often, too often, 
reflecting or imagining 
without a pen in hand.  A 
reminder to myself.  Put it 
down on paper.  Put it down 
on paper.   Put it down on 
paper. 
Rita Koch, Washington D.C.

From composite palette
Stories and sharing
Poetry composed
Wayfaring

Drawn to meditation
By those mountains blue
Stone walls threading 
from

a spool of a different hue

CONNIE REID, WICKLOW

“A fantastic writing jaunt... You 
always manage to propel us on some 
unexpected adventure. It was truly a treat for the 
mind, body and soul…..chilling with a 
purpose!!”
Suzanne O’Flaherty, Dublin.

“A very enjoyable week away in the 
middle (well, nearly) of the ocean; no 
stress in the journey (no passports, no 
security checks; no cattle queues); a very 
warm welcome from Yvonne; a lovely 
group of participants with a range of 
writing experience from beginning/
experimental to progressing well. Great 
passion and encouragement throughout 
the week from Yvonne; a very relaxed, 
optional reading of participant’s work 
towards end of the week in the only pub 
on the island. Then again the ease of 
transition (with a little sadness) back to 
the mainland – no baggage checks, no 
removal of belts and shoes, no cattle 
prods!”

Frank McGuinness, Dublin

My eyes are turned away to 
shade them from the sun, but 
I can close them now and 
remember the blues, blues, 
blues of the sea, the hills and 
the sky.  RITA KOCH.



‘ISLAND HOUSES’ 
accommodation:  5-7 nights ( trip 
depending) in comfortable houses with great 
views. All breakfast and lunch basics, basic 
household supplies, linen, towels, fuel for wood 
stoves and all heating covered. Do note that 
these are simple houses, and plan to keep 
comfortable in part through dressing warmly. 

Houses ranging in size from small to very large 
will be shared between 2-5 participants on 
individual room basis. Many bedrooms are 
ensuite. Those which are not are usually larger 
rooms and tend to share the main bathroom of 
their house with one other room at night. 

ACCESSIBILITY and THE BOFIN JAUNT: At 
present, the Jaunt involves getting on and off a small 
ferry which is not set up for disabled users. To get 
around independently on the trip also involves 
walking on narrow and often pot-holed and hilly 
rural roads and tracks and the sometimes muddy 
driveways by which our houses are accessed.  To 
fully enjoy the Jaunt as it is currently configured, it 
is my opinion that you will need a basic level of both 
mobility and comfort while walking. Moderate to 
good fitness is needed for the INISHTURK 
JAUNT. N.B. I hope in the future to be able to offer 
completely accessible Jaunts.



To book or discuss a course or to 
add your email to the ISLAND 
JAUNT database for seasonal 
updates, phone me on 086 1701418 

or email 
yvonnesworkshops@gmail.
com

Heading west 
 

Still so glad to be on this road, the same
tussocky field lover, one crow 
lover	
 	
 	
 	
 	
                                    
Happy here         and happier over there.

The same piece of grit, worked and moved
 inside this mother-of-pearl day.
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 Yvonne Cullen

From  On Bofin
Is it just when you don’t belong,
kids’-clothes-coloured fishing floats wait
by a door
as if you had come to the sea to play?
Wind, open our eyes. Sea, broaden this peace.
	
 	
 	
 	
         
	
 	
 	
 	
      Yvonne Cullen

There’s something about islands...

History;  landscape; fun and a real 
welcome: all of these wait for you in 
Bofin.  I look forward to offering you a 
memorable trip which contributes  to the 
economy of a truly special place,  as well 
as all the creative progress you want. I’d 
be delighted to bring you on this 
upcoming Bofin Jaunt.	
	


	
 	
 	
 	
 Yvonne

mailto:yvonnesworkshops@gmail.com
mailto:yvonnesworkshops@gmail.com
mailto:yvonnesworkshops@gmail.com
mailto:yvonnesworkshops@gmail.com


Ts and Cs of booking: 
Weather is the element of these trips hardest 
to predict. All conditions below have grown 
from the need to balance together (1) that 
fact (2) your investment, and (3) the risks I 
take in organising these events. BOOKING 
INDICATES YOU HAVE READ AND 
ACCEPTED THESE CONDITIONS!

(1) Acceptance of weather-related 
delay: (an unlikely but not 
impossible part of the adventure!) 
For these trips to be possible, a delay of a 
max of two days to our start date re adverse 
sailing conditions has to be foreseen. (N.B: 
With over 20 trips undertaken in 7 years, we 
have never yet had to alter our departure 
time by more than a couple of hours for 
weather, but it has to be envisaged!) In such 
circumstances, all tuition will be delivered in 
the shorter timeframe. If you have travelled a 
long distance to reach us for the scheduled 
departure date, and cannot return home to 
await it,  you will need to budget for 
accommodation in CLIFDEN OR 
CLEGGAN while we wait out bad weather, 
in the case of the BOFIN Jaunt. I can help 
you sort this out at the time.  I can also billet 
participants together in family rooms in B n 
Bs / hotels to minimise this cost.

If the weather puts off the trip for longer 
than two days, ACCOMM/ food/fuel portion 
of your total fee will be returned to you 
immediately. TUITION portion of €375 will 
be held as CREDIT towards any other 
courses I run anywhere in Ireland, good for 3 
years. These are certain to include TURK 
and BOFIN island trips at least 6 times a 

year.  Every effort will also be made to 
reschedule this specific trip to other dates 
that suit you.  For your part, in order that 
these trips are possible without putting an 
unworkable weather-related risk on my side 
alone,  it is a condition of booking that you 
agree to these partial refund partial credit 
terms.  Please tick here to indicate that you 
agree        (tick here          ) in order that I 
may book you on the trip you wish to now 
attend.

(2) POSTPONEMENT BY ME 
or Cancellation on my part: 

If illness on my part or other personal 
circumstances of my own cause a 
postponement, you will have the choice 
immediately of (1) full refund of all 
money paid, (2) refund of 
accommodation charge plus CREDIT for 
tuition €375 towards any of my trips or 
courses over the next 3 years. If my 
circumstances cause a complete 
cancellation, full and total immediate 
refund will be due to you. 

(3) CANCELLATION BY YOU: 
If you need to cancel for any reason, 
cancellation will affect your payment as 
follows: 

Cancellation more than 4  weeks prior to 
departure will result in full refund, no 
penalties. 

Cancellation 2 weeks - 4 weeks prior to 
departure will result in CREDIT FOR 
YOUR FULL FEE minus 20% 
accommodation compensation sum in re 

re-organising/ altering bookings of 
accommodation to reflect your non-
participation. Cancellation less than 2 
weeks prior to departure will give you  
TUITION CREDIT of €375 for any 
course or trip with me for 3 years. To go 
B and B on a future trip in these 
circumstances, supplement will be 
payable, minimum €200, and will depend 
on the applicable cost of B and B at that 
time). 

Booking indicates you have read 
and accepted these conditions.

(4) INSURANCE RE OWN-
TIME ACTIVITIES ON BOFIN:
For own time walks, and any other 
activities you may wish to build in around 
our course on Bofin, I would strongly 
recommend you take out or make sure you 
already have TRAVEL INSURANCE 
that covers these kinds of activities. Any 
activities or trips you choose to involve 
yourself in outside of class-time are 
beyond the scope of my own teaching 
Public Liability insurance. It would make 
the trips prohibitively costly if I was to 
insure myself to indemnify you against 
these risks and I cannot do so. Please tick 
here   ( ) to indicate you have read and 
understood the above note and have 
organised activity holiday travel insurance 
for this trip. N.B. This insurance will also 
cover you for loss due to cancellation by 
you at a point beyond the JAUNT’s 
booking and cancellation deadline. 







BOOKING FORM
Name_____________________________________________________________

Address___________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Email_________________________________

Land line__________________Mobile _____________________________

START TO WRITE/ DEVELOPING WRITER      (tick)

GUIDED WRITING RETREAT     (tick)

(A) ISLAND HOUSES ACCOMMODATION OPTION €550

(B) COURSE AND SOURCING OWN ACCOMM OPTION  €375

Would you like me to source  B n B(tick ) or a house (tick  ) for you?

Are you interested in optional archaeological/ historical walk from local guide 
Tommy Burke, at extra charge of €15? Tick here (     )
Are you interested in optional guided photo walk? (expect €20  (tick    ) Visit to 
island artist’s studio potter/ printmaker or photographer (charge tbc Tick   ) Off 
road jeep tour with Billy Mundow (Expect €20  Tick     ) Also recommended, 
massage and Reiki treatments from island resident Olive Brennan. Some 
SPRING-AUTUMN 2016  Bofin holidays will include Beginners’ pottery day/ 
guided photography or landscape sketching.

What are your aims in coming on a JAUNT WRITING TRIP?

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

Have you any mobility or other medical challenges we should know about as 
we work out how best to accommodate and look after you?

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

Have you any food allergies of which we should be aware as we shop for the 
trip? Please give details here:

COURSE FEE PAYMENT & DEADLINES: 
30% deposit to secure place. FEE DUE IN FULL BY BOOKING 
DEADLINE or place liable to be re-allocated and deposit may be forfeit if 
you do not pay in full within reasonable time/ or if I cannot replace you on 
the holiday

BOOKING DEADLINE for OCTOBER BANK HOLIDAY TRIP AT 
ADVERTISED FEE IS SEPT 30. 

Bookings may be made after this point at incremental increases of 5% fee per 
week, if places are still available/ course is still running.

Payment options: PAYPAL and bank transfer, (email me in re),  
Cheque to Yvonne Cullen, 2 Lr Eden Road, Glasthule, Co Dublin

MIGHT YOU BE ENTITLED TO A DISCOUNTED FEE? 
Have you taken two x 10 week or longer courses with me in the last year? 
Tick here if so (   ) 2 places at 10% discount on each course if you have! For 
students who have taken the last 3 ADVANCED WORKSHOPS in a row, I 
will be able to offer 1 place at 20% LOYALTY DISCOUNT on each trip. 
Please tick  (       ) if this applies to you!

Would you like to be on the email list for short notice special deals on places 
on these trips? If so, fill email here

 _____________________________________________________________

And finally, thanks very much, on behalf both of my own little writing-
teaching business and of the Bofin businesses you support with your 
booking, for choosing the INISHBOFIN JAUNT! I look forward to 
meeting you IN Bofin as the Bofiners say!

	
 	
 	
 Yvonne C


